Agreement between the HVO /Croatian Defence Council/ - Šantići and representatives of the Muslim people of Ahmići, concluded at the home of Nenad ŠANTIĆ on 22 October 1992

4 p.m.

The Muslim inhabitants of Ahmići are required to make a list of their weapons and submit them to the HVO in the interest of preserving the peace in Šantići and Ahmići.

To this end, the HVO-Šantići shall provide every guarantee to and ensure the safety of the Muslim people in these areas. The HVO will, in the foreseeable future, establish a mixed unit of Croats and Muslims for the purpose of defending the area from the aggressor (Chetniks).

This mixed unit, that is to say, the Muslims from this unit, will not be used in combat actions against the Muslims or the Croats in any area.

On the basis of the above, the return of both Muslim and Croatian refugees to their homes is guaranteed, as is their peaceful coexistence (this guarantee shall be provided by the mixed unit of both parties).

For the HVO
signature /illegible/
signature /illegible/
signature /illegible/

For the Muslim People
signature /illegible/
signature /illegible/
signature /illegible/